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BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT RESULTS

- Tune Squad vs Burek 11-12
- The Cheddys vs Burek 11-13
- **Boardwalk Boys vs Tune Squad** 9-8
- Bouncing Balls vs Imalaya BC 8-15
- Tune Squad vs Imalaya BC 5-11

*Bold = Win

SOCCER TOURNAMENT RESULTS

- **The Benchwarmers** vs Slatty Jatty's 3-0
- Real Top G's vs **Bafana Bafana** 2-6
- Puskas vs **Slatty Jatty's** 0-3
- Cool Beans vs **Real top G's** 2-4
- **Cool Beans** vs Puskas 3-0
- **Bafana Bafana** vs Himalayas 3-0
- The Benchwarmers vs Top G's 0-0
- Hellbanianz vs **Leave me Arcelona** 0-1
- The Benchwarmers vs **Hellbanianz** 0-4
- Top G's vs Real Top G's 2-2

*Bold = Win
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT RESULTS

Blue Ballers Vs Gummibears
Metmonsters Vs Bump-Staff-Spike
Twin Towers Vs Major Serve
Top Gs Vs Aces

*Bold= Win

The Blue Ballers

CLUB SPOTLIGHT: INTERNATIONAL BUDDIES

In International Buddies, each week you do an activity with your buddies. Activities include going out for coffee, getting something to eat, or even exploring Thessaloniki. Contact Despina Krlevski (20210394@student.act.edu) to get involved!